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The MG COLUMN COVER systems offer simplicity and design.  The panels are fabricated with a return flange 
available in various sizes.  The columns can be round, straight, and/or tapered to achieve any desired appearance.  
Columns can be installed over various substrates.  Please contact M.G. McGrath Inc. for information  

 Materials 
 Steel - 10 to 24 gauge 
 Stainless Steel - 10 to 24 gauge 
 Aluminum - .25” to .040” 
 Copper - 64 to 20 oz 
                Composite Material - 4mm & 6mm 
 Sizes 
 Width - Varies with material  
 Length - 12” to 180” 
 * Nominal sizes vary based on material 
 Finishes 
 A full line of finishes are available 
 Finish warranty available 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Features 
                Can be formed to fit almost any application 
                Joints accommodate large panels 
                Panels can be installed over almost any sub   
  strate 
 Limitations 
 Size Limitations  
                 *Consult Manufacturer 
 Technical Information  
 * Specifications are dependent upon conditions 
 Notes 
 Light gauge material can cause oil canning 
 Pre-finished material will craze at bends 
 Flashing & accessories available 
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MG CC-10 

The MG CC-10 Column Covers utilize a caulk or trim fill-in joint 
which are available in round, square, rectangular and oblong con-
figurations. Convert unfinished concrete columns, I-Beams, or 
corner conditions to enhance the appearance of any building. 
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MG CC-20 

The MG CC-20 Column Covers systems utilizes a hair line joint 
design which can be installed  in round, square, rectangle and ob-
long configurations. MG McGrath column cover systems are avail-
able in aluminum plate, stainless steel, copper, zinc, titanium, and 
ACM Composite materials.  
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MG CC-30 

The MG CC-30 Column Cover system utilizes a dry-joint design 
which can be installed in round, square, rectangle, and oblong 
configurations. This system can be used both on the interior and 
exterior to create a distinctive, futuristic look.  
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The MG COLUMN COVER systems can offer a 
fabrications will become your number one choice 
for unique approach to wrap unsightly structure 
columns and beams.  Designed and engineered to 
suit the most challenging architectural features, 
McGrath’s panel systems and custom interior and 
exterior cladding solutions. Engineered and fabri-
cated to exacting tolerances, architectural metal 
work by MG McGrath is available in a variety of 
materials and finishes. Column covers, beam 
wraps, wall panels, ceiling panels, sun screens, 
light cones or your own unique designs become 
signature elements of your project.  


